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MIDNIGHT TROUSERS

Ed is on the train coming home. In his briefcase are a

cabbage and a love letter from the dentist ("it would give

me the greatest joy to do your root canal..."). But they
don't matter now. This is Friday, and Friday night is time
for Midnight Trousers.

Is there some reason why the passengers seem exception-
ally quiet on Fridays? Are they, too, absorbed in Midnight
Trouser thoughts? It's the one thing that makes life liv-
able, thinks Ed. You can worry about the price of peaches
on Monday, the long lines at the motor vehicle bureau on

Tuesday, the rising incidence of cancer of the colon and
rectum on Wednesday, and the lady in the drug store who
makes you nervous when you buy certain things on Thursday;
but when Friday comes around, all those worries seem as

trivial as yesterday's cold cuts.

He wonders if they sense his thoughts at the office.
Oh, but surely most of them watch Midnight Trousers too.

After all, these days But perhaps someone has kept track
of his many trips to the water cooler and the washroom. A
little extra nervousness is what it is.

The train is going into the tunnel now, and this is the
best part. It goes under the river, and the pressure makes
your ears go funny. The lights blink off now and then, from
one car to the next, and in that split-second of darkness,
in a train in a tunnel with many silent strangers all

around, doesn't one fall into the depths of the soul as if

down a bottomless pit? For just a split-second, I mean. Not
enough to shake up your personality. Not Ed's, anyway. He
has an Extremely Sane rating from the last examination. He
can carry a cabbage or any other damned vegetable in his
briefcase and not have to answer any questions.

Every such train fills the tunnel with uncommunicable
thoughts.

Melpomene is a pretty name, but only Melpomene's name
is pretty. For ten long years she has waited by the socks
counter in Kresge's waiting to be discovered. She is

waiting still. She could tell you things about socks you'd
never think of asking. That's the sort of girl she is,

inside.
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MIDNIGHT TROUSERS

For Melpomene there is scarcely any joy left in life.
But on Fridays her thoughts turn to Midnight Trousers, and
she is nervous with anticipation. First a luxurious bath
with perfumed oils, then a delightful dinner for one pre-
pared by herself, a bottle of imported wine, some Turkish
cigarettes, and then.

.

.Midnight Trousers. No one else will
be there. Melpomene and her secret self. Melpomene and
Melpomene.

Judge Herman Ogg ("Tough! Unbossed! Champion of the
People;") is scratching his head, adjusting his cuffs,
squirming in his chair, and trying to understand what is

going on. His detachment strikes him as remarkable. If
only they knew. The prosecutor's voice is droning like six
bees. The defendant this, the defendant that, on such and
such a night or other, not once but twice after a previous
warning, blah, blah, blah, Your Honor... But his thoughts are
flying out the window like little birdies, for Judge Ogg too
is thinking of Midnight Trousers. Even beneath his judicial
robes, he has a secret pocket unknown to anyone, it's Fri-
day. I'm no good on Fridays. Should have stayed home.

Dammit.' That prosecutor is like a saw mill from the old
days when I was a kid. Saw mill? I never lived near a saw
mill. I'm going crazy! A beam of light is refracted into
a sparkle on his water pitcher. Faces out there somewhere
looking up to His Honor, Judge Ogg. He's been trying to

fight it every Friday for five years, since Midnight Trou-
sers first went on the air. Five years. How much longer?
His head is doing the butterfly. He feels sick. He has his

gavel in hand, gripping it now, eyes shielded under his

palm, pretending to be looking at the prosecutor's brief.
He'd like to do something violent, to free himself from the

grip of M.T. Madness.
The gavel bangs down with a thunderous crack, smashing

the water pitcher. "FIVE YEARS! FIVE GODDAMNED YEARS, YOU

SONOFABITCH!

"

The prosecutor is momentarily stunned. "Did you say

five years, Your Honor? Er, isn't that rather stiff for

driving without a license?"

Roy McNertney, the Attorney-General , has a folder of

papers on his desk summarizing an exhaustive investigation
into "strange doings" in certain dry cleaners throughout the

province. Yes, he could single-handedly clean up this dirty
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MIDNIGHT TROUSERS

business and boost his political stock. The future looks
to be full of good things.

Yet, he has already made plans for a new career should
the other party win the next election. He has an original
song -- his first which is sure to be a hit. He wrote it

one evening while looking up at the stars and pondering his

link to his Creator.
The song is called "Suck A Lizard's Nose" and goes like

this:

Well 3 suck a lizard's nose
But don't suck on its toes

Doo-wah. . .doo-wah.

.

.

You can suck a lizard rs nose
As far as it goes
Doo-wah.

.

. doo-wah. .

.

I'm emotionally mature
And I'm sure you will agree
It fs nice to suck a lizard 's knee .

Don, Sherry, and Phyllis from the Film Censor Board
have promised to do the doo-wahs.

Midnight Trousers began as a tremendous success for the
new channel. Thousands bought the special antenna or adaptor
just to watch it.

Thereafter a clothing manufacturer put out a line of
Midnight Trousers ("The ones with the heh heh! -- special
pocketl"). Teenagers paid exorbitant prices for them in the
downtown stores. Citizens groups demanded they be banned.

The very words "midnight" and "trousers" suddenly be-
came super-charged with commercial potential. Trouser
patches for kids were free under lids of Mean Man Margarine.
A lipstick company promoted its "Midnight Trio" of Midnight
Red, Midnight Pink, and Midnight Purple. A black cook in a

situation comedy was named Midnight. An unknown comic rose
to fame with a routine involving his trousers. A popular
song was on everybody's lips: J.

.

.put. . .my M.T. fs on...

I

put my old M.T. fs on...l\ man named Trouser changed it to

Smith. Neurotics took to saying twelve p.m. instead of
midnight. And everywhere at dinner tables, children would
ask embarrassing questions, and parents would shift awkwardly
in their seats and order them to eat their peas.

The city council considered a resolution restricting
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MIDNIGHT TROUSERS

all commercial activities concerning "midnight" and "trou-
sers" to a three-square-block area and an abandoned fire
house, but a visiting professor of general semantics dis-
rupted the meeting with a lot of wild talk. "Just what is

the meaning of Midnight Trousers?" he asked, and none of
them could give him a straight answer.

Border officials know what's up every Friday after
supper time. There's an extra-heavy flow of cars crossing
the border.

"Citizen of what country, sir?"
"Heh heh.' U.S."
"Are you bringing any purchased goods with you?"
"(Cough) No, no! Just a... a suitcase. (Cough). Enough

for the weekend,"
"How long do you plan to stay?"
"Just the weekend. Probably. Heh heh! (Cough). Nice

night, ain't it? Busy, looks like."
"Go right ahead, sir." Some of them say it with a

smile, and some like to say it with the subtlest trace of
hostility. Ah, yes, there's no fooling them. They know
these nervous drivers and their passengers -- many of them
married couples in need of new kicks -- are on their way to
a hotel equipped with special all -channel TV adaptors. AND
WHAT THEY DO IS CHECK IN AND LIE IN BED AND WATCH MIDNIGHT
TROUSERS, AND THAT'S THE GODDAMNED TRUTH, LADIES AND
GENTLEMEN!

"And that's the God's honest truth, ladies and gentle-
men!" squawks the guy on Main Street, his voice now hoarse
from trying to hold an audience of busy shoppers and teen-
agers playing hookey from school. "The menace of Midnight
Trousers is evident everywhere around us! Our brains are in

danger! Here's proof! Lookit!" And he points to a crude

chart on an easel. It shows a head divided into three parts
by dotted lines. "Man thinks on three levels: the Hot Mon-

key Level, the Cave Bat Level, and the Simple Machine Level.

Now watch what happens when this ripe tomato, representing
sin. .

."

Further down on Main Street is a familiar fixture —
the veteran with no legs who sells pens. As you go by, he

says in a thick, hard-to-place accent, "Goot pen! Verry

goot pen!" And he holds out a half dozen in assorted
colors. You can pay what you like, whatever you have to
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MIDNIGHT TROUSERS

spare. One doesn't ask for change from a guy with no legs.
He wears no trousers, just a sack-like garment his late wife
made for him. This man has no Midnight Trousers to wear,
and no TV either. He has only his half-blind dog, Susie, to

talk to. He will talk about the old days, before the War
For Decency, in which he was wounded fighting for the wrong
side. It is only by chance that he lost his legs and other
decent people kept theirs. Ponder the Mysteries of Life.

Teenagers shopping in the boutique on Main Street hesi-
tate before "Genuine Midnight Trousers, With the Patented
Special Pocket" at $29.95 and the competing brand, "Mid-Nite
Trousers, With the Secret Pocket" at only $23.95. In high

schools across the city, groups are defined by who wears
which brand, and Midnight Trousers become an influential
social phenomenon.

A garment manufacturer attempts to market his own brand
of "Noon Trousers, Decent Pants For Decent Teens," but fails
terribly. Noon is not a sufficiently mysterious time of day.

The Attorney-General's daughter, age 14, comes home
with a pair of Midnight Trousers. Roy flies into a rage.

"Is this what I became Attorney-General for, to have this
kind of trash brought into my own home?" He forces his
daughter to sign an agreement that she will wear either
dresses or approved slacks until the age of 18 or until the
other party takes over, whichever comes first.

And how about you? How do you feel, deep down, about
your wardrobe? What are the constellated secrets in your
closet? Can you name them and invent myths about them? Can

you create archetypes to awe and thrill you in your private
moments? Do not ask what goes into the Secret Pocket. It's

no secret to those who have it. And those who don't wish
they did, deep down. That's the way it's always been,
isn't that so?

It is the very midnight of our trousers, the darkest,
stillest moment, the zero point, the new day, the time when
for a split-second we know what we really are. Let the words
and noises and automatic quacking of ducks be erased so that
the subtle essence may be heard. A pin is dropping. Does
it mean that a grenade will soon explode? We are not ready
to find out, most of us. We do not want to know the meaning
of these things. That is for crackpots. Decent people look
to a Savior they never met and wish to walk in His shorts.
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MIDNIGHT TROUSERS

If you wear Midnight Trousers and watch Midnight Trou-
sers, beware! The Freedom Police are out there doing their
job. Roy's Boys are into every waistband looking for the
dirtiest dirt. They know how dirty people really are. Dirt
is their job. You might say it's on their minds all the
time.

"Suck my bleel! Suck it; Suck it!" gasps Roy in his
private washroom. "Ohh! Ahh! Suck my bleel! You like it,

don't you! You love sucking my bleel!" He is alone. There
is a magazine propped up against the toilet. It is called
Naughty Elevator Mechanics. Printed in Sweden, and confis-
cated at the border as a threat to Our Way of Life. Roy
gets all the good stuff from the guys at Customs. "Suckie,
suckie, suckie my great big bleelie, you big, mean, nasty
thing!" He leans over to turn the page. "Oh, yes! Oh, yes!
You can suck my bleel too! You'll all suck my bleel! My
bleel is the biggest, you dirty, juicy--"

KNOCK! KNOCK!

"Uh oh!" Frantically he collects himself, puts the

magazine back into the brown bag and tucks it behind the
towel cabinet for the moment. He wipes his hands, checks
himself in the mirror, and then flushes the toilet for
effect. He goes to the outer office door and opens it. It

is his administrative aide, Mrs. La Fesse.
"Here is your speech for the Police Academy, sir."

"Oh, yes, of course. Thank you." He takes the crisp
typed sheets from her and glances at them cursorily. "Looks

just fine, just fine. Thank you, Mrs. Blee--Mrs. La Fesse."

She gives him a queer look, and he wonders if there's some-
thing on his clothing he forgot about. He quickly shuts

the door.

It is Friday night at 11:45. Throughout the land, Mid-

night Trousers are being taken out of closets. Some of
their wearers are ecstatic. Some laugh nervously with their
intimate companions. Some are ashamed of their weaknesses.

Some are pretending to be merely curious. ("Just thought
I'd try it for laughs, just to see what all the fuss is

about," they will say to others at cocktail parties.)
Some like to be freshly showered to put on their M.T.'s.

Some get a kick out of leaving the sweat and dirt of a day's

work on their bodies. Some M.T.'s never get washed, even
though they're absolutely guaranteed never to shrink or
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MIDNIGHT TROUSERS

wear out.
And now the special adaptors are being set at 861.25

Megahertz. (A bill in the legislature would remove that

frequency from the electromagnetic spectrum.) There is a

warming glow on the screen and in the abdomen. Now we shall

see what we really are.

Ed is ready. He has braced himself with a few drinks.
Melpomene is ready. Her hands are still cold, but

they'll soon be warm.
Judge Ogg is at the home of a sick friend. They are

both ready.

Children are mostly asleep, but in a few homes, they
climb in bed with mom and dad. ("This is illegal under the

Children's Sleepwear Act of 1975," says the Attorney-General,
and all good, sensible people agree.)

The face of host Johann Grogaard appears, and the words
Midnight Trousers in undulating script, with some light
piano music that makes us think of raindrops and springtime.

"Hello, there, and welcome once again to Midnight
Trousers. I'm wearing my Midnight Trousers. Are you? Good!
Then we're all set to watch tonight's feature.

.

.Underwear of
Gort. .

.

"

A rush of mixed percussion with title and credits.
"Farglon and the Magic Goats have arrived, Your Majesty. "

"Good! Take them to the room of rancid phlegm!"
Narrator: 'The human blood is warm and thick for the

ritual gyrations on the colony of Gort. Earth underwear is

in short supply and extremely expensive .
'

Close-up of elevator repairman in his underwear; super-
imposed bats flying around a bell tower .. .dive bombers. . .

exploding trains .. .ropes hanging from ceiling .. .carcasses
on hooks... 'Mommy, can we stay up to watch The Night of the
Blood Beast?'

tfI suggest we let the goats do their thing on the
shorts to see if they are just right for Gort. rt

"Bring in the postal inspectors, Down on your knees.
Do you swear by all you believe in that your—"

Rocket ships in space... car doors opening and closing
by themselves. . .sound of rushing water. , .church bells.

.

,

heartbeat. .

.

"The operation is experimental, you understand, Capt.
Poopoo. There rs no guarantee Vealcrust will be able to

continue with the saxophone on the thirteenth floor. "
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MIDNIGHT TROUSERS

African natives jumping malevolently on a Good Humor
man. Ice cream melting into the Zambezi.

Narrator: fVoyeurism remains the main pastime on Gort$

along with catching transmogomalthamus flies. '

BANG! BANG! BANG! Muffled voice: "Open up! Freedom
Police! We have the right to break in if you don't open up!"
BANG! BANG! BANG! "We'll give you ten seconds! If you do
not open up, you'll be charged with obstructing the Freedom
Police!"

"Oh, darling, what do we do?'
"Don't be afraid. It's a bluff. They can't see any

lights on from outside..."

"Minushka will have to marry the Goat King or there
will be warJ"

Elevator door opens 3 revealing a crushed giraffe...
Close-up of moths around a light in Cleveland. . .bars of color
merging into a perspective point as though we are hurtling
through a futuristic subway .. .blurred image. . .sounds of
marching feet... BEEF'.' BONG! CRACK!

"Behold the Underwear Store! This is the Underwear of
Gort!"

Majestic organ music ... .Viewers feel adrenalin chills
around their secret pockets.

"Oh, darling, this is the best part!"
"Oh, yes, yes, yes!"
"Oh, I can't believe it! It's fantastic!"
"Oh, darling, I'm so glad we're watching this together!"
From atop a famous tower, a transmitter is sending out

these thrilling energies. On the street, the Freedom Police
are piling out of a van, just like the popular show, Meat
Squad, dressed in true blue and glints of sharp metal. A

loophole has been found under the Indian and Native Peoples

Protection Act (
,fHigh Court Rules M.T. rs A Threat To Abori-

ginal Culture").
Vibrating electrons. Mystery. Midnight Trousers.

Mystery. Secret pockets. No end to Mystery. A night filled

with it. Closets filled it. Midnight unfolding unto night,

unfolding unto truth. We know what we are at the stroke of

midnight. Neither the beep of the censor, nor the bellow of

the righteous, nor the hammer of law can keep the hands of

the clock from coming together as ineluctably as a prayer.
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THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD

I began my research project by visiting the Historians'
Asylum. I'd received permission from the authorities, who
are only too willing to assist the cause of enlightenment.

The hospital director informed me that the historians
I would meet were well-behaved and non-violent, though hope-
lessly insane. He left me in a brightly lit but dusty
lounge where patients lay about lethargically. "I have work
to do, so you must excuse me," he said. "These ones are

all okay to talk to."
I put my tape recorder on a table next to a sofa, on

which a human form lay with a blanket over his head. I

lifted the blanket a little and saw that the man's eyes

were wide open. "Excuse me," I said, "I was wondering--"
"I am Dr. Skowron. I have written a complete history

of the world in terms of shit." He sat up. "What do you
think of that?"

"Well, I don't know. Why don't you tell me something
about it?" I turned on the tape recorder. Space does not
permit my giving you a complete transcript, but here is a

small excerpt of Dr. Skowron 's historv of the world:
"Shit. Shit. Shit. What is shit? It is the end

state, but also the beginning of the transmogrification of
elements through natural forces. In many advanced civili-
zations, the turd was worshipped and social rank defined
according to its characteristics. From an examination of
mummified and laminated turds, we can deduce what other
cultures ate, what their state of health was, their occu-
pations, their recreations, what they felt, what they
thought, and how they expressed love. But is love greater
than shit? I debated this many times with my voluptuous
research assistant, Clio, whose body I yearned for, and who
wanted me just as much, I'm sure. However, we were bound
by the historical imperative of first unlocking the myster-
ies of shit. And so we measured and analyzed, gleaning
bismuth and chromium by spectroscopy, comparing the spectra
with those of supergiants. We made a world map of watersheds
and charts of inflow, confluence, and effluence to test the
rival theories of constipation and diarrhea, through which
turdologists seek to describe the world. Did the world
begin by holding in its shit and letting it loose in one
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TEE HISTORY OF TEE WORLD

big, brown bang, or is it constantly dripping a little
shit at a time to supply man's needs? Yes, shit through
the ages was the great untold story, and I, the great Dr.

Skowron, would write it. Chapter after chapter came out
with laxative ease, and I drew little sketches in brown and
cut out funny cartoons from magazines. And with a final
burst of scholastic vision, I wrote an appendix on the

history of toilet paper, which some turdologists regard as

not strictly within their discipline but rather as an aspect
of paraturdology, also known as publishing. And the history
of the world came alive, for the chromosomal record remained
intact, the very plinth, the very fulcrum of man's soul and

identity was codified in the chemical structure of the turd,
there to be deciphered When I think of all the work, all

the research, all the sleepless nights... to make my under-
standing complete, you see... the book finally. . .the book,
ha ha!... the department loved it. . .write-ups. . .phone calls
...TV interviews. . .endorsements. . .but now I 'm. . . .

I
'm. . .Ach \

Too much!..." And he sighed sadly, flopped back on the
sofa, and covered his head with the blanket. Then he peeked
out for a second. "Go talk to Dr. McDougald. He's in the

broom closet.

"

Dr. McDougald lay in the broom closet, his head cush-
ioned on a mop. He stared at the ceiling, looking content,
as the sink went drip, drip, drip. "Excuse me, Dr. McDou-
gald? Dr. Skowron said I should speak to you."

"Oh, is this for research of some kind?"

"Yes." I put the tape recorder on the floor.

"Are you ready?"
"Just a second. Let me just... Okay, talk. About

history, that is."

"Ahem. I am the leading authority on the history of
the world based on things left under car seat cushions.

You may have read my book, The Car Seat as the Cushion of
Eistory, or was it The Car Cushion as the Seat of Eistory?
I forget. Anyway..." And here I give the reader a dis-

tillation of what Dr. McDougald said: "Randomness, or is

it? No. History is not random. Everything, no matter how

insignificant, signifies something, if only as a proof that

insignificance is itself significant, or vice-versa, like a

Bazooka Joe bubble gum comic left under the front seat of a

rusty Corvair parked illegally in front of the Statler
Hilton. Did the owner contemplate sending away for the

binoculars with the compass on top and then decide against
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THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD

it, or was it an oversight? It all has to connect. A book
on harmonic functions from the M.I.T. library left in a

junked Plymouth. What does it mean? Others come to mind:

a map of Indianapolis, a bloody tooth, a pair of ladies'
panties, a bingo card, a message from Irma to Sal, a page of
writing exercises aaa aaa aaa bbb bbb bbb, loose change so

common it's not even worth mentioning, or buttons, bobby
pins, coat hangers, candy wrappers, let's say. Now the di-
chotomy of front seat and back seat is most interesting.
Mostly on the east coast. More things organic under the
back seat — matzoh, jujubes, crumbs, peanuts, dead bugs,
bait worms, nail clippings, bloody band-aids — another
thing with blood, catch that? All these in one day's hunt-
ing in a car wrecker's yard. Levels of abstraction, from a

match to a disposable lighter, from a piece of chalk to an
expensive fountain pen; a rubber bumper from a crutch, and a

sales receipt from Big Sam's Chev-Olds Where Money Talks And
Nobody Walks. Wingnuts, nails, a brick, sand from Jones
Beach, a tongue depressor, a Lou Groza football card, a

losing ticket in Temple Beth Allele's Geriatric Center
Lottery, a diploma from Ed's College of Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning, copies of The Watchtower, a letter from
Edward Uhlan, a cracked 78 of Franck's Symphony in D Minor9

a duck decoy... Oh, I could go on and on. You'd better buy
the book. Ohio State University Press, $11. 50... I don't
like bringing it all back, talking like this I tried to
understand completely, and I did, which is why I'm insane.
That's what you get for trying to enlighten the masses, eh?
Did I mention the little lead pipe from the Clue game I

found in a '73 Dodge Monaco in the parking lot at Sagamore
Hill? Don't let me. It's too much, I tell you! Too much!"
And he covered his face with his hands, and the sink went
drip, drip, drip.

"Well, thank you, Dr. McDougald."
"Don't mention it. Go talk to Richardson. He did his

on smoke."
How did I know that Dr. Richardson was the one who sat

by the window puffing on a pipe? It must have been because
the window faced the city's incinerator, I pulled a chair
up next to him. "Dr. Richardson?"

"Yes?"

"I'm doing some research. Could you tell me about --"

"The history of the world through smoke."
"Yes, how did-"
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TEE HISTORY OF TEE WORLD

"You're not the first. In fact, it's getting to be
like a goddamned parade through here. All right, let's get
it over with."

I was taken aback by the historian's abrupt manner, but
I found myself richly rewarded by his soliloquy, of which I

share a part with you:
"Smoke, in my opinion, is the truest indicator of his-

tory, for wherever Man has gone, smoke has followed. And as
Lyly so aptly said, 'There can be no great smoke arise, but
there must be some fire.' How true. Yet is all smoke the
same, or must we classify it? Indeed we must, We must di-
vide in order to unify properly. Like an isthmus. I spent
the best thirty years of my life in pursuit of smoke: the

smoke from burning buildings, barbecued spare ribs, Wolf
Bros. Crooks, sandalwood incense, volcanoes, steamships,
crematoriums, refineries, campfires, warning flares, the
Russo-Japanese War, brush fires, magic show effects, train
wrecks, fireworks, Buddhist monks, rocket exhaust, autumn
leaves, and halftime ceremonies honoring America, Ah, Smoky
the Bear, Smoky Stover, Smoke Gets In Your Eyes, the Great
Smoky Mountains. All of them a colloid system of solid par-
ticles in a gas if you force yourself to see them that way.

I began my book with low-level smoke that is accidental and
finished with high-level smoke that is deliberate, with ev-
erything else in between, and thus the history of the world
is explained. We may regard historical periods as 'high-

smoke,' 'low-smoke,' or 'no-smoke.' Currently, the world
is in a high-smoke situation because of smog, and many vio-
lent disasters and doctoral dissertations may be expected.
The earth itself is filling up with smoke, and the atmos-
phere is like the brain. You get too cloudy and the light
doesn't get through. So first we strive to find the level

where smoke flattens out and we can either go over or under
it without stirring it up, as in the Middle Ages. Do you
realize that before I came along, there was not a single

book on the subject of smoke, historical or otherwise? Now
at last we have the understanding at our finger tips to see

the fires of our origin and the graceful panorama of grey,
smelly plumes filling the air, showing where we've been and

whom we sacrificed to get there. For smoke is the manifest-
ation of the teleology of simplification through oxidation,
Man striving to become more oxidized, making his institu-
tions and ideals more colloidal in a smokal -historical con-
ceptual framework. The future, you ask? Smell it! It's
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THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD

blowing in the wind! I just thought of that. Pretty good,

huh? Work out the chemical constituents and you can predict
anything Ah, well, I've been quite insane since my under-

standing became complete. Still, I have my PhD., which they

can never take away from me no matter how crazy I become.

That's something. Anyway, visiting hours are almost over."

"Is there anyone else I should talk to?"

"Yes. There's Dr. Coleman." He motioned to a thin,

old man looking out a window at the opposite side of the
room, facing the bay. I went over to him.

"Dr. Coleman?"
"Yes?" He smiled, eyes bright.
"I want to know about your history of the world."
"Indeed. Well, there's just one word that matters --

blue."
"I beg your pardon?"
"I'll explain," he said, as I turned on my recorder.

Here is an abbreviated version: "The earth as seen from
space is mostly blue. Blue is the color of the earth.
Therefore, the history of the world is blue history. What-
ever's blue counts: true blue, out of the blue, Blue and
Grey, blue-and-white, blue baby, blueball, Bluebeard, blue-
bell, blueberry, bluebill, bluebird, blue blood, bluebonnet,
bluebook, Project Blue Book, bluebottle, Blue Boy, bluecap,
bluecoat, blue cohosh, Blue Cross, bluecurls, blue devils,
blue-eyed grass, baby blue, bluefish, blue flag, blue fox,
bluegill, bluegrass, Bluegrass State, blue-green algae, Blue
Grotto, blue grouse, bluegum, bluehearts, blue hen's chick-
ens, blueing, bluejack, bluejacket, blue jay, blue jeans,
blue laws, blue mass, Blue Meanies, blue mold, blue Monday,
blue moon, Blue Mountains, blue movie, Blue Nile, bluenose,
blue-pencil, blue peter, blue pill, blueprint, blue racer,
blue ribbon, Blue Ridge, St. Louis Blues, blue shift, blue
suede shoes, blue-sky laws, bluestocking, bluestone, blue
streak, blue vitriol, blueweed, bluewood, blue whale, twixt
the devil and the deep blue sea, roses are red, violets are
blue, singing the blues in the night, Prussian blue, ceru-
lean blue, Royal blue, robin's egg blue, turquoise blue,
aquamarine blue, navy blue, cobalt blue, azure blue -- yes,
all this from an electromagnetic wave having a wavelength
of about 4000 Angstroms. From Blue Mound, Illinois, to Blue
Earth, Minnesota, I have charted the blue radiance of his-
tory. The earth looks blue from space, and the sky looks
blue from earth. That proves it. The great men of history
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were all blue, I mean wore blue. The real wars of history
were blue vs. unblue, the great arts were blue arts, the
thread of blue being the thread of destiny. Countries with
blue money shall inherit the earth. Invest in blue chip
stocks. The world will end and two shall be toiling in the

field; the blue-eyed man shall be saved, the brown-eyed man
left. And now I feel blue through and through after all

this historicizing in the pursuit of blue. I understand
completely, ha ha, and even if I'm the only person on the

face of the earth who understands blue as the key to the

history of the world, I don't care. It was worth it. I can

sit at this window and look at the blue bay."
At this point an attendant came around to give Dr.

Coleman a blue pill, which he ate with gusto. I packed up

my recorder and said goodbye to Coleman, Richardson, McDou-
gald, and Skowron, and left the Historians' Asylum. The
first phase of my research was finished. I was very pleased
with the way things had started.

I have yet to visit the Candy Store Owners' Asylum,
the Tour Guides' Asylum, the Back-Order Clerks' Asylum, and

the Absurdist Writers' Asylum, after which, I am sure, my
understanding will be complete.
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The Preacher's face beams out at his audience from the

TV screen:
"...Get those mushrooms out of your tub! Shine those

spoons! Get rid of abstracts! Live a little! Things can't
last forever! Procrastination is the slave of time! Fix

those shoelaces! Chop that tree! Sow that corn! Remember
that your neighbors are watching! A rolling stone is the

Devil 's workshop! So dilute those metaphysics! Rescind
those orders! Take that fish out of your mouth! Use must-
ard, not margarine! And clean your ears for a change! The
ears are the spark plugs of the soul! Forget the aviary!
Tomorrow is a day closer to the Armageddon! Throw those
keys in the lake! Kiss your refrigerator! Spread a little
love! And tune in tomorrow, same time, same station. . .Until

then, this is the Preacher, reminding you that only the ab-
surd will survive. . Fade out, switch to credits. Weird
organ music is heard.

The Preacher leaves the studio, brushing past the crew.

"Nice show, Preacher."
"Good show, Preach."
"That's doin' it."
"Socko, Preach."

IN BYZANTINE TIMES THE HOLY MOUNTAIN WAS A CENTER OF THEO-
LOGICAL SCHOLARSHIP, BUT TODAY MOST OF THE MONKS COME FROM
PEASANT FAMILIES AND HAVE LITTLE EDUCATION.

The Preacher's car speeds up the ramp and enters the

freeway leading out of the city. Like a blood corpuscle in

the pulmonary artery, it gasps for air. The Preacher in-

hales the radiations from a luminescent dashboard figurine
in the shape of a pig. He is satisfied. The triumph of the
ultimate doctrine is proceeding well. The road signs flash
by him, offering a choice of ways in a calibrated existence.
What shall tomorrow's sermon be? Where shall the flock be

led this time?
The Preacher turns on the radio. A dwarf with a tin

larynx speaks: "...arrested Rodriguez last night. Police
say the abortionist fed the unborn fetuses to wild boars in

his basement. Rodriguez was charged with violating zoning
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laws..." Click. The Preacher takes a pen and pad from his
vest pocket and writes in jagged rush-hour strokes, "Sermon

recycling, human ecology; fetuses as fertilizer; agrarian
tradition.

"

Meanwhile, a mile ahead, a truck loaded with bowling
balls has overturned.

THE COLLAPSE OF SUPERNATURAL I ST THEOLOGY HAS BEEN ACCOMPAN-
IED BY THE COLLAPSE, FIRST OF SUPERNATURAL MORAL SANCTIONS,
AND THEN OF ANY ABSOLUTE BASIS FOR MORALS. THIS TOO MUST
BE REGARDED AS A PROCESS WHICH, IN THE EVENT OF THE CONTIN-
UANCE OF CIVILIZATION, IS IRREVERSIBLE.

The Preacher's corpuscle reaches the clot on the high-
way. He comes to a stop. To his left, another car halts.

The elderly passenger in the front seat glances over at him.

Simultaneously, they roll down their windows. The old man

speaks first. "Is this the way to San Bernardino?"
"No," replies the Preacher. "This is the way to

Anaheim."
"Good. I'm going to Anaheim."
They look at the road ahead for a moment. Police have

surrounded the errant truck and are warding off scavengers.
The Preacher smiles. Ah, yes, it all goes well, he thinks.

He and the other man face each other again. "I'm the
Preacher. You may have seen me on TV."

"No, I'm sorry," the other smiles politely. "I am
Miklos Rozsa."

"Of course! I thought you sounded familiar."
Miklos leans out the window. "Superman is off the air

now. It's too bad, isn't it?"

The Preacher appears grim. "Superman's dead," he says.

Miklos stops breathing for a second. He leans back

against the car seat again. Dead, he thinks. My biggest
fan.

The Preacher calls to him. "The best part in Journey
to the Center of the Earth is where James Mason and Pat

Boone do a jig in the cave of petrified mushrooms."
Miklos looks at him and smiles again. "Oh, they're

still there, I'm sure." he says, rolling up his window.
The bowling balls are all recovered. The mother ship

resumes its course.

HIGHER RELIGIONS HAVE DEVELOPED ON THE PRE-EXISTING BASIS
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OF PRIMITIVE ONES, AND ALL OF THEM EXHIBIT TRACES OF THEIR

LINEAGE. THE SURVIVAL OF PRIMITIVE TRAITS IN DEVELOPED RE-

LIGIONS IS A RECURRING PHENOMENON.

The Preacher rose from the ranks, as is natural. He

drew the balloon in a comic book ad containing the words,
"We don't want skinny on our team." He at first drew it

rectangular. The Archbishop demanded it be oval. After
that, the Preacher strapped a collection of Wayne Newton
albums to his back and visited seven small towns in Pennsyl-
vania, where he checked the length and width of the white
lines in the streets and reported his findings to a defunct
commission. The commission accepted them. He spoke at a

convention of back-order clerks in a padded bra factory,

urging them to think about quality. They promised they
would. He wrote a thesis comparing the beaded texture of a

lizard's throat to that of a basketball, developing a system
of metaphysics to explain it. For this he received promo-
tion to the rank of Preacher. His crowning accomplishment
was the official Roller Derby Prayer, written on a taco
wrapper:

Lord, keep me safe on the oval track,

Keep those jammers off my back;
Smash those blockers against the rail,

See that our team doesn r t fail*
Bless my skates, Lord, keep them spinning.
Bless the crowds that cheer our winning.
And when my final game is through,
I r ll go to Eeaven and skate with You.

Amen,

AN ARGUMENT FOR THE POSSIBILITY OF METAPHYSICS IS A NECESSARY
PROLEGOMENON FOR THE CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHICAL THEOLOGIAN,
JUST AS AN ARGUMENT FOR THE INTELLIGIBILITY AND POSSIBILITY
OF THE LANGUAGE OF FAITH IS AN ESSENTIAL PROLEGOMENON FOR
THE CURRENT HERMENEUTICAL THEOLOGIAN.

"Darling, I'm home," announces the Preacher from the
front door.

His lovely wife emerges from the kitchen. "Good news,
love! They've named a shopping center after you!"

"Zounds and profuse glee! It's sooner than I expected!"
he responds, embracing her. "Give me a grapefruit."
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She opens the refrigerator, which contains exactly
fifty grapefruits and a bottle of chili sauce. She places
one of the former on the table before him and bisects it

with a small axe.

"Your sense of symmetry is sublime," he says.

"I aim to please," she answers. "Don't forget--"
"I know. Save the seeds for surfers." He picks the

seeds out with his spoon and drops them into a pail so de-
signated. "A mere pittance," he remarks.

His wife walks behind him, separates the curtains, and
beholds a horde of homunculi in bathing suits overrunning
the backyard, chanting top hits of the fifties. She sits on

the Preacher's lap and smiles at him. "Forget the grape-
fruit, darling. Here come the midgets."
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"...But the hand of the Lord was heavy upon them of

Ashdod, and he destroyed them, and smote them with emerods,
even Ashdod and the coasts thereof. The hand of the Lord
was against the city with a very great destruction: and he

smote the men of the city, both small and great, and they
had emerods in their secret parts. And the men that died

not were smitten with the emerods: and the cry of the city
went up to heaven." The mayor closed his book and glanced
discreetly at his watch. "Thank you, men."

"Thank you, Mayor. 11

"Thank you, Your Honor."
The grey- uniformed garbage men arose, prepared to face

another day's work. The clatter of folding chairs mingled
with the shuffling of shoes on the cement floor of the base-
ment of the Department of Sanitation building.

Truck number 99 was much like any other, and its gar-
bage men were much like any others. Garbage man Phil, 36 and
married, had served as one of the prototypes for the popular
children's book, Garbage Men and Sewer Workers — What Do
They Do? Garbage man Joe, 28 and single, could answer almost
any question about cheese. And garbage man El rich, 31 and

engaged, earnestly hoped to sire a son who would be as big
and strong as the Golem.

By 9:15 truck 99 was on the streets. Joe drove the

truck because he was an in-law of the city attorney, while
Phil and El rich loaded the garbage because they were not.

As Phil toted the familiar opaque green trash bags, now
so popular, he thought about the old days when people put
their garbage in cans with lids. Phil would learn so many
secrets by seeing what people put in their garbage. Indeed,
it was hard to hide much from the neighborhood garbage man.
Now the secrets were safely tied up, often in double or
triple bags, as nervous men and women stood at living-room
windows waiting to breathe a sigh of relief.

This morning, in addition to their collections, Phil
and Elrich had a questionnaire to deliver to households in

one of the better neighborhoods. The questionnaire had only
one question: "What would you secretly like to eat?" With
the questionnaire was given a stamped return envelope with
only a post office box number on it.
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At 11:00 they stopped at a corner where a man was wait-
ing for them. He had an old briefcase, several pens sticking
out of his shirt pocket, and a trace of white chalk on his
fingers. Three folding chairs stood on the sidewalk. The man
stood leaning against a light pole.

Phil, El rich, and Joe got out, sat down, and took out
pads and pens.

"Are there any questions concerning the previous materi-
al?" the man asked. They shook their heads. The man shuf-
fled a few pages, cleared his throat, and began:

"The Third Heaven. ..The Holy Scriptures indicate that
the third heaven is indeed a reality. It is the place where
hangs the eternal world, the capital world of the universe,
called Paradise. There is every reason to believe that the
following features exist there:

"The most stately, eternally green trees of different
varieties grace the terrain.

"The most nutritious and delicious fruits, vegetables,
and nuts grow there without the need of poisonous fertili-
zers or chemical sprays.

. "The most beautiful, exotic flowers of all colors grow
there, along with the greenest, hardiest grass, more eternal

than Astro-Turf.
"All birds sing beautiful songs -- even the buzzard,

the chicken, and the ostrich.
"The land is watered by the purest rivers and springs,

and the purest air blows there.
"The animals run and play together on the holy grounds

in perfect harmony -- the gorilla with the rabbit, the rhi-

noceros with the ant, and the hyena with the turtle.

"All is governed by Love and Reason. There is no

crime or mental illness, no drugs or profanity, no hatred
or fear. All is quiet and restful." He looked at his

three listeners and smiled. "My, oh my! I'd love to live

on that eternal planet, wouldn't you?"
"Yes."
"Uh huh."
"Right on."
The man made a notation on his sheets. "Kindly con-

tinue along in your study guides until the section Elijah's
Space Ride. Are there any questions?" There were none.

The garbage men got up, folded the chairs for the in-

structor, and put them in the trunk of his '52 Studebaker

a few feet away. He got in and drove away. The garbage
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men resumed their collections until lunch time.

They had lunch at Le Tournevis> as was their wont.

Pierre was happy to see them and gave them an excellent
table. A lady who was in the restaurant for the first time

remarked to Pierre, "I didn't know you allowed bums to eat
here. Look at the way they're dressed."

Pierre gave her a sharp look. "Madame, those gentlemen
are municipal employees and a credit to their profession.

They will always be welcome at Le Touvnevis." The lady

felt ashamed and did not answer.
Phil ordered the moustiquaive . Joe ordered the calcul

biliaire au jus. El rich ordered the fille de cuisine. They
did not drink any wine, however, as wine affects the reason-

ing faculties.
Having restored their strength, the garbage men of

truck 99 reported directly to a high school athletic field.

Six florists from Akron were there waiting for them. They

were thin, fragile-looking young men. A long rope lay on

the ground.
Without speaking a word, the garbage men picked up one

end of the rope, as the florists picked up their end. In

between them was a mud puddle. They got a good grip and
checked their footing. The school bell went off, and the
teams strained at the rope. For an instant there was no

movement, but then as one of the florists slipped, the gar-
bage men got the rope moving their way and quickly pulled
their adversaries into the mud. Then they walked back to

the truck. That made it ten straight. Six Akron florists
could never beat three Cleveland garbage men, a fact which
readers of the Vlain Dealer 1

$ sports pages would be reminded
of tomorrow.

The sanitation devotees continued their rounds until

they reached the Poor Hospital around 2:30. While Joe and
Elrich visited patients in the convalescent ward, Phil was
led upstairs by the hospital director to a tiny private room
where a man lay dying on the cleanest white sheets as a thin
ray of light slanted across the room to touch his slippers.

"This one's ready to kick almost any time," said the
doctor in a low voice. "Eighty-eight years old."

"It's always a little hard to console the dying," said
Phil.

"Yeah, well, just ask him 'How's things?' or 'How's it

going?' or whatever."
"What's his name?"
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"August Summerfield.

"

Phil paused. He looked at the doctor, then at the
white-haired man, who seemed to be napping peacefully. "Not
the famous one?"

"Yes, that's him. That's the man."
"Jesus Christ, I'll be damned! That's the guy who wrote

that filthy book."
"Uh huh."
"Son of a gun. Tsk." Phil shook his head. He appeared

hesitant. "Frankly, I'm not in sympathy with smut writers.
Not at all. We don't need guys like that. I read his book.
I thought it was sick. So did my wife. Boy, I'll bet he
goes to Hell

.

"

"Yeah, could be. Anyway, I can't give you a saint
every time you come here." He looked at his watch. "I

gotta yank out a kidney. Look, just say a few words to the

old geezer. It's no big deal."
"Sure." Phil waited until the doctor left, closing

the door behind him. He picked up a little wooden chair and
brought it beside the bed. The sound caused the man's eyes
to open. Phil would have preferred they hadn't.

The man mumbled. Phil leaned closer, and when he did,

the man reached over and fastened on his arm with surprising
strength. "There is. . .still .. .so much... to do," he said.

Phil stared at the man's hand, afraid to remove it. Summer-
field was now gazing at the ceiling, focusing on its texture
and patterns. He could remember as clearly as ever the

streets of Paris in the thirties, where he had starved,
where he had begged from strangers, where every little pain

and joy was magnified a million times by his fevered mind,
where world upon world was revealed to him in the reflection
of a street light in a puddle, where every tree was a tree

of Life, changing with the seasons for his eyes only. He

thought of Kiki, for whom he waited almost every night in

his threadbare coat and pathetic shoes but who never minded
his appearance. No, Kiki had never found fault with him for
anything. Even when he sketched her over and over and did

it so badly, she always said it was beautiful. Kiki died of
tuberculosis in 1938, and when he sat by her deathbed and

sketched the most beautiful sketch of all, he cried because
she would never see it....

"Hey," said Phil. "Hey, Summerfield. Hey, I got a

question. Just between you and me, heh heh. You ever fuck
a nigger bitch? They any good?" He nudged the dying man,
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whose eyes were now closed and whose grip was now relaxed.
"You still awake?" He decided the man was not. "Aaa, what
the hell," he muttered, putting the man's hand back on the

bed and getting up. He replaced the chair and left.
It was 3:00 and time for a little more garbage until

the last job of the day. At 4:00 the garbage men stopped at

Pavor Nocturnus Foods, Inc., the city's greatest canned food
manufacturer. It was necessary to check on the production

of the latest addition to P.N.'s proud line — P.N, Pork
Brains in Milk Gravy.

El rich was shown the actual canning and was fascinated
to watch the shiny little cans whisk around in precise mo-
tions, receiving chopped pork brains here and a little milk
gravy there, and then get sealed vacuum-tight.

Joe went up to Kardex to say hello to the clerks. They
exchanged jokes and teases as Joe spot-checked their cards,
making sure the arithmetic was correct. He also stopped to

speak to the office supervisor, Mr. Myrmidon, and told him
he hoped the company would change its mind about the compu-
ter because it would put so many nice people out of work.
Mr. Myrmidon said it wasn't up to him.

And Phil was invited up to Advertising and Promotion.
Anita Bryant was there, looking at the proofs for the maga-
zine ads showing her at a picnic, surrounded by smiling
children with plates of pork brains. The ad had her saying,
"A day without P.N. Pork Brains is like a night without
dreams." The campaign would also include TV, billboards,
and the modification of a small mountain in Idaho.

"Look at my charts," said the marketing analyst, show-
ing him several graphs on stiff paper with bold, blue lines
straining up toward infinity.

"Gee," said Phil, "I always wanted to do some kind of
work like this."

"Aw, come on," said the analyst, patting his arm. "I

think you ordinary guys get more joy out of life."
Phil watched Anita out of the corner of his eye. She

had her back to him and was bending over. Those legs, those
thighs, that ass "Yes, well... keep up the good work. The
mayor will be pleased." The two shook hands.

Work was through for another day. Phil, Joe, and El-
rich deposited their garbage at the Recycling Center, re-
turned their truck, picked up their enriched white bread
from the dispatcher, and headed for home. Phil especially
felt fulfilled. He had worked hard, not only for the city
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of Cleveland but for his family. He was a good breadwinner,
and it was a good life they had, all things considered.

As Phil sat on the bed that night, removing his socks
and rubbing his sore feet, his wife said, "Remember to call

Mayor Perk at ten-fifteen. That's your new time."
"Oh, yeah, right," said Phil. It was 10:00. There

would be just enough time to look up a good question for the
mayor. He went to his encyclopedia, picked up Volume 'P',

and opened it. He turned a few pages, then stopped, scan-
ning a page. "Nope, too easy," he decided. He tried sev-
eral other pages. "Ah, this is good." He smiled. He went
back into the bedroom with the book. His wife was undress-
ing. At exactly 10:15 he dialed the mayor's home phone.
The phone rang only once. "Hello, Mayor Perk? It's Phil...
Fine, sir, and you?... Okay, here we go." He winked at his

wife. "Who succeeded Pope Clement VI?" A pause. He shook
his head. "Mayor, you're a brain. That's right... I don't
know how you do it... Good night, sir." He hung up.

Phil looked out the window of the weathered high-rise,
not thinking anything in particular but merely feeling con-
tent. He watched the fat yellow moon sink into the haze
over Lake Erie. His wife's reflection was there too as she

readied herself. He pulled down the green shade. It was
10:30 and the day was done.

Now the night would begin.
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I'm downtown waiting for my pen pal, Richard Oelze,
and somehow I sense exactly what is happening.

An accountant around the corner is waiting to appear
in a magazine called Accountants Worth Watching.

A civil servant in the bank tower is gathering his cou-
rage to tell his supervisor that he would like a new chair.

He was promised a new chair two months ago. Where is it?
A terrible band called The Bavarian Night Bugs is wait-

ing to find work.
An ad copywriter behind a tinted window in the distance

is waiting for inspiration to write a jingle for Nebo Nails.
He can't think straight because he's wondering how things
will go with his wife tonight. All he has so far is:

hammer them down
they won r t make you frown
hammer them in
then you will grin.

He crumples the paper and throws it in the wastebasket.
In the second-floor warehouse across the street, there

is a clot of dust behind a bin, which has not been touched
for eleven years. An order filler looks at it every day, and
his resentment grows. Meanwhile, the janitor is waiting to
be appreciated.

An inventor buying peanuts at the corner is waiting to

hear from the company to whom he sent his idea for a Braille
television. It's just a matter of time, he believes, before
he revolutionizes communications arts for the blind.

An inmate in the mental health center is waiting for a

red Corvette in the lot across the street to be sold. When
this happens, it will be a sign to him from God.

An astrologer is waiting for Mars to leave Virgo.
Andy Varipapa goes by on the streetcar. He sticks his

head out the window and says to me, "Hey, I got a new trick!
Wait till you see it:"

An old Jew who survived Auschwitz is waiting for the
gas company to restore his gas. They are waiting for his
cheque to clear.

A manager trainee in Wool worth's is waiting to get rid
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of Easter candy, folding chairs, and shoes made in Poland.
A man way up in the Belvedere Apartments has a high-

powered rifle aimed at the parking lot. He is waiting for
the poodle that always pisses on the tires of his Cadillac.

Fred of Fred's Esso is waiting for valve stems.
A girl who is afraid of dentists is waiting for the

pain to go away by itself.
A young artist refuses to paint until his girlfriend

calls him.

A postman is forming the Natural Fiber Party. His goal
is to enact legislation restoring natural fiber to food,
thus curing constipation, the root cause of all human inef-
ficiency. He is the only member so far, but in ten or
twenty years the N.F.P. should swing a lot of weight.

In a bachelor apartment on top of Nick's Lunch Box, an

old and faithful office worker who was retired yesterday
after fifty years lies in bed looking at his gold watch and
waits to die.

An Italian woman with a whining brat has just bought a

$150 curse from a gypsy to make her neighbor choke to death
on a shrimp.

A teenage dropout is waiting to hear from Johnny Cash.
He sent Johnny his "new hit song," Yunga Bunga Boo Doo Boy,

A housewife is waiting for her husband to leave the

house.
Beverly is waiting for Ted in the Holiday Inn.

Two men in a black Mustang are waiting for the security
guard to go for coffee.

Twenty-three junior executives within a 100-yard radius
are waiting for authorization.

An unemployed axe-grinder is waiting for gas to hit a

dollar a gallon so he can fill up his van, crash through

the front door of an oil company, and cause a big fire.

Across the street and down the block a little, on the

top floor of a tenement, is a man waiting for the return of
Hal ley's Comet. He has a "countdown calendar" on his wall

and tears off a day at a time. All his years of suffering
will be worth it when the comet comes back to shine in the

sky and lift men out of their misery. No one else could

possibly understand what it means to him, what he feels in

his heart, except maybe for her.

He thinks of the girl he once knew so long ago. If he

still knew her, if he knew where to find her, he would take

her out to a high meadow to see the return of Hal ley's
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Comet. He would show her all the wonders of the night sky
and tell her the original myths of the constellations.
There would be a warm breeze and night smells such as cannot
be remembered but only experienced. Her hair must be longer
now and certainly no less red, and she would still be as

beautiful as before. His entire life would come down to

that single moment, when there would be nothing left to wait
for, when all would be fulfilled.

From his tenement window, the man's dreamy gaze limps
along the street to rest at the bench where I'm sitting, and
for a second our eyes meet.
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MY WORK AS A HOLE

When the world said no to my work for the thousandth
time, I marked it as my personal millenium. I could have
persisted but chose not to. I gathered all the work of my
life and put it into a cardboard box. A compact life's work
it was — not too heavy to lift.

I carried my box downstairs and out into the street,
where the world was busy with important things. This, like
other garbage, should be left at the curb. But no, I had in
mind a more fitting goodbye. I walked out into the inter-
section and amid honking horns hurled the box down, scatter-
ing pages of self-incrimination and desperation under the
wheels of cars. This, my miraculous poison!

Good! for the trucks and cars running over it. Good!
for the looks of disgust and surprise from strangers. Good!
for these energies spreading first north-south, then east-
west. Would that they reached around the world.

I thought at first my eyes deceived me, but a hole had
opened in the street where I had thrown my work down! It

grew larger as I watched, not caving in but actually enlarg-
ing. There was a whooshing noise as one hears when the

train goes into the tunnel, and, as people and vehicles
stopped as if frozen, all the noises of the world people,
traffic, machines, and all civilized noises — seemed to

come loose from their sources and be sucked into the hole.
WHOOSH! The world had lost its voice!

And as the hole enlarged, the cars that had stopped
short of it fell in and disappeared, and pedestrians, and
light poles, and litter baskets, and parking meters, and
the nut vendor with his many varieties of nuts and candy
apples all followed as readily as one could wish.

And now, although I felt no wind, objects were lifted
up and sucked into the hole trash from all around, news^
stands, fire hydrants, mail boxes, traffic lights, store
signs, theater marquees, babies in their carriages, cripples
in their wheelchairs, dogs on their leashes, the man with
no legs and his 25-cent pens, the contents of a discount
store (Out Of Business! Everything Must Go!) . They all

went without complaint, all things familiar and civilized.
And charter buses full of tourists seeking amazement

and the visiting team from Dordt College, and policemen,
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students, the gainfully employed and the gainlessly unem-

ployed, readers from the Christian Science Reading Room,
Greeks at their grills and their greasy hamburgers, the

Civil Liberties Union, the library and all its books, the
supermarket and all its goods, things flying out of windows
all around, flying directly to the ever-widening hole.

Laundry from washers and driers in the laundromat, and

candles, pews, and icons from churches, and startled cler-
gymen, and judges, assemblymen, scholars, and experts of all

fields, and Howard's Driving School with Howard himself
giving instructions, and all things moral and efficient.

How deep must this hole be to receive these things? I

did not dare approach the edge but kept safely away, for in

my heart I knew it was bottomless. The hole seemed to loot
the streets by magnetism -- Perlman's Monuments, Pink Poodle
Grooming (The Royal Service For Loyal Dogs), Wong's Kung-Fu
Society, Ed's Art Mart, Joke! and, the Royal Trust Company,
the Hindustan Travel Service, Mr. Pizza, Mr. Pest Control,
Mr. Calculator, Mr. Submarine, Mr, Jeans, Mr. Tie, Mr.

Sportsman, Mr. Muffler, Mr. Meat Pie, Mr. Broadloom, Mr.

Chicken, Mr. Insulation, Mr. Transmission, Mr. Natural Hair
Replacement, Mr. Orthopedic Support Systems, Mr. Prosthetic
Devices, Mr. Plumbing and Bath Fixtures, the Messrs. Casual,
Convenience, and Fitness, and firms with fifty and a hundred
and two hundred years of service, and all things permanent
and civilized.

And propositions, pick-ups, big deals, murders, rob-
beries, and accidents were suspended as their participants
were lifted bodily, along with gangs, junkies, religious
loonies, civil servants, skin specialists and their itchy
patients, notaries, gas jockeys, an entire funeral process-
ion, cabs, ambulances, an army surplus store complete with
gas masks and parkas in preparation for the Inevitable,
innumerable official hockey sticks, pinball machines, all

the garments of the garment center, billboards with their
sparkling teeth and unstoppable snow tires, the cut-rate
bakery and all its stale buns, and unwarned residents from
apartment buildings all around, and civilized people with
straight-up track records and spotless credit ratings all

translated through the air as innocent as falling birds.

And now all the buildings seemed to deflate like bal-
loons, and the hiss was but a gentle breeze across my face
as structures clear to the horizon shrank to nothing and
sent their weightless pieces streaming into the crater.
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Even the pavement and the foundations of buildings, and
water mains, electrical systems, phone lines, gas lines,
and sewers removed themselves until the earth was denuded
and simple rock and dirt showed themselves to the sun for
the first time since civilization.

And all things rational, and all things conceptual
love, hate, logic, faith, philosophy, good and evil and all

other abstractions ~ were removed from the world until I

realized I was alone. My clothes already gone, I stood
naked and amazed upon a new and peaceful earth. I could
feel my intelligence leaving me, my will, my memory, my
desires, and finally even my language, transpiring from my
body like a gaseous blood. I had become utterly simple and
had nothing left to me but a feeling of relief that at last
there was nothing more I had to say.
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